V E N T U R A ’ S WA T E R

T H E S I T U AT I O N

Protecting
Supplies &
Planning for
the Future

A Changing Water Supply

A complex network of tributaries, streams
and groundwater basins, the Ventura
River Watershed is a vital resource
supporting residents, businesses,
agricultural interests and property
owners, including the City of Ventura.

Today, a number of factors have placed increased pressure on the Ventura
River Watershed, including:
Variable climate conditions and prolonged periods of drought
Population growth and increased demand for water over time
Lack of clearly defined water rights for the watershed
Most of the watershed’s users not required to measure or report
their usage—making it difficult to assess availability in the system
Lack of collaboration and collective solutions to address shifting
supply conditions

A NET WO RK O F MA NY IN T E R E S T S
The City’s water use accounts for only a portion of
the total usage of the watershed—where water is
pumped and diverted by more than 100 users
at numerous locations along the river and scattered
throughout the system.



 
   

WE N E E D A C OLLAB OR ATI VE S OL UT IO N
To effectively address the reality of a changing water supply,
we need a plan that incorporates all the Ventura River
Watershed’s interests.
The City’s objective is to bring all the watershed’s users
together to establish a locally-driven solution that protects the
watershed through:

 












 









 


 


 
  




  


         
   
      










  




  
  





 


  

    
 
 
 
 


   


 

  
      


  

  

    
 
 
 
 
 
  
 

 





 



 







       

 
  

   

   


 





   
 
 


 












   
  


  

  









 

   

   


  
 
 








 
   
  
   





 
 


   
 










 



Water Pumpers & Diverters

Clearly defining
the water rights
of each user

Making the most
of the watershed’s
resources through
watershed-level planning

Sharing the
responsibility of
protecting finite water
supplies amongst all users

Groundwater Basins
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Sources: Esri, HERE, DeLorme, Intermap, increment Miles
P Corp.,
GEBCO, USGS, FAO, NPS, NRCAN, GeoBase, IGN, Kadaster NL,
Ordnance Survey, Esri Japan, METI, Esri China (Hong Kong),
swisstopo, MapmyIndia, © OpenStreetMap contributors, and the

THE BEST SOLUTION

Watershed-Level
Planning
Santa Barbara Channelkeeper filed litigation that
arbitrarily targeted one water user (the City of Ventura)
and one water supply (the Ventura River), which is not
a viable or reasonable path to solving the watershed’s
complex challenges. Because the City understands the
intricacies of the watershed, we are proposing a
more holistic, long-term solution.
Watershed-level planning—the gold standard of
water management—will consider all interests and
all of our interconnected water supplies to ensure we
preserve our resources, protect our ecosystems and
plan for the future.

PRESERVING

RESOURCES

PROTECTING

ECOSYSTEMS
& WILDLIFE
PLANNING FOR

F U T U R E WA T E R N E E D S

A HISTORY OF

WA T E R S T E W A R D S H I P

Ventura has been a long-standing steward of
effective water management. Through awardwinning conservation programs, critical investments
in diversifying water supplies and the adoption of
progressive policies, we’ve made impressive progress.

20 YEARS
AGO

TODAY

City customers use 30% less
water today than 20 years
ago, despite decades of
reasonable population growth

To learn more, go to

The City is committed to constructing a plan that secures our water for future
generations and the precious ecosystems and wildlife in Ventura. If we all work
together, we can develop this path forward.

venturawater.net and find

the “Protecting Local Water
Resources” graphic.

